SOLAR OPTIMUM OFFERS
Peak Shaving Energy Systems for
Commercial and Industrial Customers
For many businesses, their bottom line is greatly affected by peak demand charges that can make
up 50% or more of their monthly electricity bill. And now, there is a solution.
When it comes to Energy Peace of Mind and energy storage solutions, look no further than
Solar Optimum. Our team of experts can help you develop a system that will reduce demand
charges by utilizing state-of-the-art intelligent energy storage systems to instantaneously shave
the peaks the utility normally bills you (called demand charges). Our energy storage solutions
are comprised of state-of-the-art energy storage technology from the most trusted brands in the
energy industry. As an energy storage specialty contractor we are technology agnostic and will
help you evaluate which vendor is best for your application.
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Every month your business receives a utility
bill which is made up of two parts:
1) Demand charges and 2) Energy charges.
Specifically, your demand charge is the
highest spike of electricity that your business
consumes during a 15 minute usage period
each month.
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As demand charges for your building begins
to spike, Solar Optimum’s Energy Storage
system will intelligently dispatch power to
discharge the battery instantaneously and
offset the spike.
When you combine battery storage with a
solar PV system, your business will save on
both energy and demand charges—reducing
your total energy costs by as much as 80%
for the life of the system, and creating a long
term hedge against increasing utility costs.
Who says you cant have it all?

Contact our experts and allow us to develop
a future proof energy plan for your business.

CONTACT TODAY!
For more information, call (888) 2-SOLAR-0
or email arakrikorian@solaroptimum.com

